Current perspective of neuroprotection and glaucoma
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Abstract: Glaucoma is the second leading cause of blindness worldwide and is most notably characterized by progressive optic nerve atrophy and advancing loss of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs). The main concomitant factor is the elevated intraocular pressure (IOP). Existing treatments are focused generally on lowering IOP. However, both RGC loss and optic nerve atrophy can independently occur with IOP at normal levels. In recent years, there has been substantial progress in the development of neuroprotective therapies for glaucoma in order to restore vital visual function. The present review intends to offer a brief insight into conventional glaucoma treatments and discuss exciting current developments of mostly preclinical data in novel neuroprotective strategies for glaucoma that include recent advances in noninvasive diagnostics going beyond IOP maintenance for an enhanced global view. Such strategies now target RGC loss and optic nerve damage, opening a critical therapeutic window for preventative monitoring and treatment.
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Introduction

Glaucoma is the second leading cause of blindness worldwide,1 with an estimated 8.4 million people suffering from blindness in 2010 alone, accounting for 21% of total blindness in the world today, and it is estimated that the number of those with glaucoma worldwide will rise to 79.6 million by the year 2020.2 Glaucoma is considered a progressive neurodegenerative eye disorder with varied symptoms most notably characterized in earlier stages by the degeneration and loss of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) and their axons, leading to optic neuropathy and visual field loss. This occurs through the loss of function and death of RGC through initially the process of programmed cell death (apoptosis). In later stages of the disease, progression includes neuronal loss in the lateral geniculate nucleus and visual cortex.3 Elevated intraocular pressure (IOP) is considered to be one of the key factors in glaucoma; however, elevated IOP is typically followed by the appearance of structural damage at the optic nerve head, including neuroretinal rim thinning, cupping of the optic disc, and sectoral retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thinning, indicating the pathological progression of the disease within the retina as a whole.4

The best known classification of glaucoma relies on the anatomy of the anterior chamber and the drainage pathway (open and narrow angles). It is usually categorized as primary or secondary, based on several combined pathologies including comorbid conditions such as infection, mechanical injury, or neovascularization that often affect a single eye alone. In addition, primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG) can present with high and low IOPs, with the latter termed “normal tension glaucoma” representing 40% of patients with POAG.5 Furthermore, there is increasing recognition that even...
significant lowering of IOP may be insufficient to prevent visual loss in some patients. Therefore, alternative treatments besides lowering IOP, especially via prevention of neuronal cell loss, are now being investigated with an emphasis on neuroprotection to slow down the progression of glaucoma. Most data cited are obtained from preclinical studies.

The present review will 1) give a brief overview of the current treatments aiming to maintain IOP, 2) discuss neuroprotective and neuroregenerative strategies targeting RGC loss and the prevention of optic nerve damage, and 3) introduce new advances in diagnostic technologies.

**Current and existing medication for glaucoma**

The therapeutic aim for glaucoma treatment remains the prevention of vision loss by predominantly decreasing the risk factors of the disease. At present, the only effective treatment is the lowering of IOP. Currently available treatment modalities for glaucoma focus on the lowering of IOP through various strategies often in tandem, including decreasing the production of aqueous humor and/or increasing the drainage through the trabecular meshwork (TM) and/or enhancing uveoscleral outflow. A significant reduction of IOP (20%-40%) can limit progressive loss in the visual field. To date, there are numerous drugs that control IOP, which are most commonly in the form of topically applied eye drops – a convenient noninvasive method of administration. These topical drugs decrease the production of aqueous humor and facilitate drainage through the TM, increasing uveoscleral outflow. There are mainly five categories: β-blockers, carbonic anhydrase inhibitors, prostaglandin analogs, sympathomimetic drugs, and parasympathomimetic drugs. In addition, some fixed combination therapies are also given to some patients for effective IOP control when they do not respond to one pure form of medication. To date, fixed combination therapies for glaucoma mainly include prostaglandin analogs/β-blockers, carbonic anhydrase inhibitors/β-blockers, and α2-adrenergic agonists/β-blockers and carbonic anhydrase inhibitors/α2-adrenergic agonists. All the therapies were approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2013. It is also worth mentioning that as an exception, triple fixed combination of prostaglandin analogs/α2-adrenergic agonists/β-blockers is available in Mexico. However, it was found elucidated that the currently available fixed combination of dorzolamide/dimolol and brimonidine/timolol could reduce IOP more effectively with reduced ocular allergy than their component used separately as monotherapy.

**Neuroprotection therapies for glaucoma**

Although there are clinically effective IOP reduction treatments, there has been a growing realization that alternative treatments are needed to also target the prevention of RGC loss as patients with glaucoma have been seen to continue to lose visual function even after successful IOP lowering.

Neuroprotection, by definition, is “the relative preservation of neuronal structure and/or function”. In addition to reduction of IOP, neuroprotective therapies have the potential to halt RGC loss through promoting cell survival and preventing further structural and functional damage of the optic nerve to preserve vision in those showing glaucomatous signs.

Though the primary mechanisms of glaucoma have not yet been fully elucidated, several key processes have been identified, such as mechanical compression, oxidative stress, neurotrophic growth factor deprivation, intracellular calcium toxicity, activation of autoimmunity, and glutamate neurotoxicity. In recent years, researchers have investigated a number of compounds that can protect RGCs via targeting the aforementioned pathways.

**Glutamate toxicity-blocking agents**

Excitotoxicity in neurodegenerative diseases can occur by stimulation of N-methyl-D-aspartic acid receptors (NMDARs), the receptor for the amino acid transmitter glutamate. Glutamate is an essential excitatory neurotransmitter released by bipolar cells onto RGCs in the vertebrate retina and has been shown to induce excitotoxicity in glaucoma. By the stimulation of NMDARs, extensive levels of Ca²⁺ enter the cells, activating phospholipases, endonucleases, proteases, etc, thereby leading to the apoptotic and/or necrotic cell death in neurons. It was demonstrated that the glutamate concentration was elevated chronically in the inner eye both in patients with glaucoma and in glaucoma animal models. This then caused the overactivation of the glutamate receptor, leading to neuron damage. Thus, antiexcitotoxic agents such as NMDAR antagonists, glutamate release inhibitors, and calcium channel blockers could all potentially be employed to inhibit excitotoxicity with the intent of halting related neuronal cell loss.

“Memantine” is the best known antagonist of NMDARs and is approved by the FDA for the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease following a multinational clinical trial in 2009. However, it was not found to be effective in a clinical trial in Alzheimer’s disease (NCT00235716). In addition, despite some evidence of its efficacy preclinically, a clinical trial...
of Memantine against chronic glaucoma (NCT00168350) finished in 2010 with results yet unpublished.

Ca++ channel blockers have been suggested to be neuroprotective in glaucoma.\textsuperscript{30} Topical 2% flunarizine was confirmed to significantly ameliorate ischemic retinal damage in rabbit models.\textsuperscript{31} Iganidipine, nimodipine, and lomerizine were applied to cultured rat RGCs under hypoxic conditions, evidencing a significant increase in RGCs’ viability.\textsuperscript{30} Clinically, orally administrated nilvadipine slightly slowed down visual field degeneration and maintained the optic disc rim of patients with normal low-tension IOP open-angle glaucoma in a 3-year study.\textsuperscript{32}

### Neurotrophic factors

Among other roles, neurotrophic factors (NTFs) are involved in the maintenance and enhancement of neuronal cell survival and contribute to their differentiation, growth, and regeneration. They are essential for neuronal development within the nervous system. In theory, a therapeutic approach could involve the direct supply of exogenous neurotrophins or through the upregulation of endogenous expression of neurotrophins.

Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is secreted into the synaptic cleft, binding to surface tropomyosin receptor kinases B, which are then transported retrogradely to neuronal cells to regulate their activities.\textsuperscript{33} BDNF was reported to rescue RGCs after optic nerve axotomy,\textsuperscript{34} with exogenously applied BDNF proving neuroprotective on RGCs in moderately chronic hypertensive rat models.\textsuperscript{35} Leucine rich repeat and Ig domain containing 1 (LINGO-1) is specific to the central nervous system and functions as a negative regulator of axonal regeneration and neuronal survival. Fu et al demonstrated that combing LINGO-1 antagonist with BDNF could provide long-term protection for RGCs in a chronic ocular hypertension (OHT) models, solving the problem of the neuroprotective limitations of BDNF downregulating the tropomyosin receptor kinases B receptor.\textsuperscript{36}

Ciliary neurotropic factor (CNTF),\textsuperscript{37,38} nerve growth factor (NGF),\textsuperscript{39} and glial cell-line-derived neurotropic factor\textsuperscript{40} have all been identified as neuroprotective factors for RGCs. Among them, CNTF, delivered by an encapsulated cell technology implant, has been used in a Phase II clinical trial against geographic atrophy and has been proved to slow the progression of vision loss.\textsuperscript{41} A Phase I clinical trial for CNTF implant in patients with POAG (NCT01408472) completed in October 2014 is yet to be published. A significant reduction in RGC loss has been demonstrated with topical NGF application in rat glaucoma models at 7 weeks. Its efficacy is directly associated with the inhibition of cell death by apoptosis.\textsuperscript{42} Lentiviral vector-mediated retinal gene transfer of pigment epithelium-derived factor was achieved through subretinal injection in both transient OHT and N-methyl-D-aspartic acid-induced models, indicating pigment epithelium-derived factor had led to neuroprotective effects rescuing RGCs.\textsuperscript{43}

Brimonidine (BMD) is a selective α2-adrenergic receptor agonist that is used clinically to lower IOP by decreasing the production of aqueous humor and facilitating its outflow via the TM.\textsuperscript{44} Neuroprotective efficacy of BMD has been found in several animal experimental disease models, such as optic nerve injury\textsuperscript{45} and OHT models,\textsuperscript{46} with both convincing histological evidence and functional protection. BMD has been found to prevent progressive RGC loss and thinning of the inner retina layer and visual impairment in a normal tension glaucoma murine model. This was achieved through excitotoxic inhibition of upregulated phosphorylated NR2B, stimulation of production of NGF, BDNF, and basic fibroblast growth factor in multiple pathways.\textsuperscript{47} In recent years, there have been several ongoing clinical trials for BMD. In a 4-year double-masked, randomized, and multicenter clinical trial testing the efficacy of monotherapy with BMD tartrate 0.2% versus timolol maleate 0.5% eyedrops (NCT00317577), the BMD group had a significantly lower rate of visual field progression, attributed to an IOP–independent protective effect of BMD or conversely, a potentially harmful effect of timolol.\textsuperscript{48,49}

To date, some identified limitations regarding neurotrophins include potential instability of eyedrops, the necessity of repeated intravitreal administration, the long-term or short lasting effects, and the mode of delivery (invasive vs noninvasive).\textsuperscript{50,51} Therefore, further novel approaches, such as gene therapy or stem cell therapy, need to be comprehensively investigated and developed to make neurotrophin application a more realistic therapy for glaucoma.

### Oxidative stress suppression

Reactive oxygen species are chemically reactive molecules, including oxygen ions and peroxides, generated in the metabolism of oxygen and cleared by antioxidants. Their accumulation induces oxidative stress imbalance, which overburdens the cell’s ability to readily clear the intermediates and repair the subsequent damage. It could also lead to damage of cellular components, such as DNA, fatty acids in lipids, and amino acids in protein. During the past 2 decades, oxidative stress was shown to be involved in the pathogenesis of glaucoma,\textsuperscript{16,52} especially in POAG.\textsuperscript{53}
Aminoguanidine, an inhibitor of NOS-2, is believed to reduce reactive oxygen species production and showed significant prevention of RGC loss in rat glaucoma models, offering a hint that this well-tolerated pharmacological agent could be a reasonable candidate for neuroprotective therapy in glaucoma. Vitamin E, a scavenger of peroxyl radicals, has been indicated as protective of RGCs. Its daily supplementation in patients was found to be associated in decreasing the rate of primary glaucomatous progression. Conversely, a higher rate of RGC death in vitamin E deficiency was linked to elevated lipid peroxidation. Recent studies showed that vitamin E-modified silicone-hydrogel contact lenses can also help to increase the sustained release of such drugs, making the effect of the therapy last longer than the wear duration.

Ginkgo biloba extract is another compound of interest, mainly containing antioxidants such as flavonoids and cyanidin, which exert significant protective effects against free radical and lipid peroxidation. They can be used as a neuroprotective therapy for RGC survival against glaucoma though the underlying mechanism is not established.

Coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10), an important potent antioxidant, was previously proved to be an effective neuroprotector in Parkinson’s and Huntington’s diseases. Furthermore, it was suggested that the intraocular administration of CoQ10 minimizes glutamate release and protects RGCs against ischemia-induced injury. Additionally, CoQ10 was also shown to protect RGCs both in vitro and in vivo against oxidative stress. Recently, topical CoQ10 has been shown to positively affect retinal function in patients with POAG.

Immune modulatory treatment

Recent research has confirmed that cellular interactions play an important role in the immune system’s regulation of glaucoma. These include the stress-induced immune response, innate immune cells, autoreactive T-cells, dysfunctional cross-talk between neurons and glia, and overproduction of proinflammatory cytokines. One of the key proinflammatory cytokines, tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α), is secreted by damaged glial cells and through the binding of TNF-receptor-1 (TNF-R1) contributes to apoptotic RGC death. Dysfunction of immunoregulation of RGC-related T-cells is implicated in glaucoma.

Agmatine, an anti-inflammatory agent, was shown in vitro to inhibit TNF-α production in hypoxic RGC conditions. Agmatine was also found to effectively lower IOP via topical administration and rescue RGCs in chronic ocular hypertensive rat models. Etanercept, a TNF-α blocker, is commonly used clinically for other indications. It was evidenced to inhibit microglial response, preventing axonal degeneration and subsequent RGC loss in a rat glaucoma model.

The primary task of microglia cells, astrocytes, and Müller cells in the retina is to provide support, create an interface between RGCs and surrounding blood vessels, and help maintain the ion homeostasis. They are also able to remove excess glutamate and prevent excitotoxicity. In addition, they participate in several inflammatory processes, such as the production of inflammatory mediators, cytokines, and chemokines, which trigger their activity in glaucoma. It is believed that further understanding of glial changes at the molecular level may provide innovative potential treatments that seek to selectively inhibit neuronal damage due to unwanted glial activation response in glaucoma.

RGC apoptosis may also be mediated by Fas or TNF-receptors, initiated by the efflux of cytochrome c from the mitochondria. It was demonstrated that glaucoma was associated with increased RGC apoptosis. TNF-α inhibitors could also be used as neuroprotective agents in line with immunomodulatory treatments as discussed previously in this paper: for example, TNF-α inhibitors could be utilized along with other agents such as Baculoviral IAP repeat-containing protein-4, a potent caspase inhibitor, or a modified viral (adeno-associated Virus) vector, which was seen to significantly protect against optic nerve axon deterioration in chronic OHT rat models.

Stem cell therapy

Stem cells are not only able to self-renew but are also characterized by their ability to differentiate into various cell types. The use of stem cells in neuroprotection and neuroreregeneration within glaucoma has been a burgeoning area of research and interest.

Due to the unique properties of stem cells, there are two potential avenues where stem cells could be applied in the treatment of glaucomatous damage. The most promising and powerful therapeutic potential of stem cells lies in their ability to differentiate into new cell types and to effect tissue regeneration. It is conceivable that stem cells may offer a replacement for lost RGCs and optic nerves in glaucoma.

Stem cell therapies could target TM cells and RGCs, as TM cells are one of the prime culprits in the increased resistance to the aqueous outflow leading to elevated IOP. The main aqueous outflow pathway of the eye includes a series of channels, such as the TM, Schlemm’s canal, collector channels, and the episcleral venous system. In glaucoma, a
reduction of TM cells is frequently observed. Therefore, using stem cells to replace or repair TM cells becomes an attractive and plausible approach for IOP management. Isolated and characterized stem cells from human TM proved that they were able to differentiate into TM cells and exhibit phagocytic function, which was expected to have the potential to functionally maintain the aqueous outflow.

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) were demonstrated to be capable of migrating predominantly to the area of tissue damage, decreasing IOP, and restoring aqueous humor drainage, as well as stimulating proliferation of nestin-expressing ocular progenitor cells in the ciliary body. Emre et al intravitreally transplanted bone marrow-derived and adipose tissue-derived MSCs to an OHT model and demonstrated that RGC numbers significantly improved in stem cell-treated OHT groups, with the number of cells expressing proinflammatory cytokins (interferon-gamma and TNF-α) decreasing in the MSC-transferred group.

Embryonic stem cells have the potential to self-renew and retain pluripotency to generate all specialized cell types, including cells damaged in retinal neuroregeneration. RGC bodies are located in the retina, while the terminal axons extend into the brain, making stem cell transplantation into the inner membrane for retinal integration difficult. Cell lineage restricted mouse pluripotent stem cells converted into retinal ganglion-like cells, which exhibited long synapses, and were unable to integrate into the normal retina after transplantation. A safe and efficient therapeutic application of retinal progenitor cells is still in process due to the complexity of their cellular components and their transient state, along with the challenge of the retina’s multilayered architecture, but it is given full attention in experimental research nowadays.

Schwann cells (SCs) are important glial cells within the peripheral nervous system and are able to de-differentiate into progenitor cells under the condition of axonal injury, which could potentially serve as a way to replace damaged axons and provide an environment suitable for neuronal survival and axonal regrowth. Guo et al compared SC delivery to an injured optic nerve sheath with intravitreal SC delivery. SC delivery to an injured optic nerve sheath resulted in delayed but long-lasting effects on TGC protection, significantly increasing RGC survival through targeting secondary rather than primary degeneration.

Though stem cells transplantation methods and strategies for the retina still have a long journey of development ahead, they promise a fundamental prospective neuroprotective approach for structural and functional recovery in the treatment of glaucoma. It is clear that stem cells possess multiple protective characteristics that may be capable of alleviating disease progression and promoting cell survival through various mechanisms, and we have also pointed out previously that neurotrophic factor deprivation has been implicated as one of the underlying pathophysiology of RGC death in glaucoma. Thus, it is hypothesized that transplantation of certain types of stem cells may activate multiple endogenous neuroprotective pathways via secretion of various factors. Stem cells could be applied as an intraocular slow-release device for multiple bioactive factors to achieve RGC neuroprotection, which could potentially solve the problem of the short-lived effect of neurotrophins via a single administration. To this aim, the Sadan group investigated culturing MSCs in a defined environment, which upregulated the secretion of a variety of NTFs. This approach revealed a neuroprotective impact on several neurodegenerative models, such as Parkinson’s disease and optic nerve transection. Flachsbarth et al genetically modified neural stem (NS) cells by intravitreally grafting them into intravitreal optic nerve crush mice models. The results were encouraging. NS cells were shown to stably expressCNTF and significantly attenuate the loss of axotomized RGCs over a 4-month period. A Phase I clinical trial for genetically modified CNTF-secreting retinal pigment epithelium cell implant was finished last year (NCT01408472), though results are still awaited.

**Diagnostic technologies of detection in glaucoma**

Due to the irreversible blindness of glaucomatous damage, treatment strategies are insufficient, requiring an early and thorough diagnostic approach in tandem to lower the risk of visual impairment progression, opening a critical neuroprotective window before the damage becomes irreversible. Adequate and efficient monitoring and detection for the progression of the disease is essential.

**Conventional examination of glaucoma**

Other than the commonly used detection of elevated IOP, traditional tests for diagnosing glaucoma largely depend on pathological structural change observed in the retina along with functional tests. Assessment of structural changes of the optic nerve head and detection of visual field defects are fundamental in establishing the diagnosis and evaluating the progression of glaucoma. However, in plenty of cases, visual field loss develops unnoticed, accompanied by a substantial and unrecoverable loss of RGCs. Visual
field testing is performed via standard automated perimetry (SAP) that has been used as the golden standard for managing glaucoma. However, previous studies have demonstrated that 25%–35% of RGCs are lost, before any visual field defect can be detected through SAP.

Therefore, developing tools for early identification and diagnosis of structural damage of the optic nerve head and RNFL along with RGC loss is a pressing need within glaucoma. Along such lines, Alencar and Medeiros developed an approach to estimate RGC counts from structural and functional measurements, providing a single combined metric of structure and function. The method combined estimates of RGC counts obtained from OCT RNFL thickness with those obtained from SAP. Advances in spectral domain optical coherence tomography also appear to be very promising, although none of these technologies have been validated in their own right for glaucoma diagnosis.

Detection of apoptosing retinal cell technology

As irreversible glaucomatous vision loss can be slowed or halted, the search for an early diagnostic tool for glaucoma is now at a peak. Apoptosis is a form of programmed cell death that is implicated in both pathological and physiological processes, which plays essential roles in several neurodegenerative diseases. RGC apoptosis has been demonstrated to be one of the most critical in ophthalmological study as it occurs through the whole etiological process of glaucoma. In early apoptosis, externalization and exposure of phosphatidylinerine (PS) occur at the cell membrane surface, causing asymmetry within the phospholipid membrane of the cells. The annexin family is known to be able to bind to negatively charged PS with high affinity in a Ca$^{2+}$-dependent manner. Fluorescently conjugated annexin V has been used for detection of apoptosis in a variety of studies. Technetium-99m (99m Tc)-labeled annexin V first enabled apoptosis to be detected in vivo. In recent years, this in vivo technique has been performed in various clinical trials, including post-heart transplantation, acute myocardial infarction, breast cancer, and rectal cancer.

Detection of apoptosing retinal cell (DARC) provides a real-time in vivo imaging technology, using the transparent nature of the eye to view apoptotic RGCs via a nonradioactive method, allowing direct microscopic observation of cellular processes in the retina. DARC is based on the visualization of fluorescently labeled annexin V-positive cells using an ophthalmoscope such as the confocal laser scanning ophthalmoscope, with originally an argon laser of 488 nm necessary to excite the administered annexin V-bound fluorophore. Fluorescence was then detected by a solid-state photodetector with a wide band-pass filter and a short-wavelength cutoff of a 521 nm filter; finally, the signal was digitized by a frame grabber and stored on the computer.

During the last decade, DARC has been refined and successfully applied in various animal studies to assess RGC apoptosis in glaucomatous rat models and Alzheimer's

Figure 1 The DARC in vivo retinal image.

Notes: White spots represent single undergoing apoptosing RGCs. (A) Baseline image. (B) Chemically induced apoptosis captured by wide-field lens 2 hours after intravitreal administration of fluorescent-labeled annexin V. Images used an Heidelberg Retinal Angiograph Spectralis (Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany).

Abbreviations: DARC, detection of apoptosing retinal cell; RGCs, retinal ganglion cells.
disease models. Furthermore, DARC has been performed at various time points (hours, days, and months) with histological validation of RGCs labeling. The results have indicated and confirmed that RGC apoptosis happens in early stages of glaucoma. [83,118,120,121] DARC has also been used in the evaluation of neuroprotective agents in glaucoma, such as beta amyloid targeting therapy, topical-administered CoQ10, glutamate receptor agonists, and retinal photoagulatative treatments. As previously noted, the limitation of existing glaucoma diagnostic devices are that patients could only be identified when significant structural changes have already occurred and damage had progressed past the point of effective intervention. The most immediate advantageous benefit of DARC is to monitor progression and evaluate neuroprotective efficacy in real-time (Figure 1). DARC is currently undergoing a Phase I clinical trial in glaucoma (NCT02394613).

Conclusion
Existing available glaucoma diagnostics, medications, and therapies need further advancement, especially if visual loss of any kind is to be eliminated. Diagnostics are now taking into consideration a variety of structural and pathological developments within the retina to identify the early onset and progression of glaucoma with a critical focus on RGC loss and degeneration moving beyond conventional IOP measurement diagnostic alone. With this in mind, the early and accurate identification of glaucoma, providing a longer, critical therapeutic window is fundamental to reduce and halt progression. This can be achieved through neuroprotection and neuroenhancement as the next exciting step into the future of glaucoma treatment with an emphasis on early prevention.
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